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“There are no problems we cannot solve together, and 
very few that we can solve by ourselves.”

Lyndon B. Johnson



Communication vs Collaboration

• Communicate

• To convey knowledge or information about; make known

• Collaborate

• To work jointly with others or together especially in an intellectual endeavor

Merriam-Webster https://www.merriam-webster.com/

https://www.merriam-webster.com/


Public Services & Technical Services Collaboration: 
Not the Norm?

• Part of the same team: helping patrons

• Good at communication

• We collaborate when needed

• Catalog issues (public display; subject headings; public notes, etc.)

• Mostly do our work without crossing the border

• Complex projects and work that’s not routine

• Beneficial for librarians with different backgrounds, experiences and skillsets to come together



How We Started Collaborating

• YOUR HEALTH Radio https://yourhealthradio.org/

• Radio talk show on patient health produced by UNC Family Medicine

• Wanted space online to post radio show recordings and information

• Barbara Renner (PS) initiated project/partnership with radio show and HSL – started in 2009

• Created blog/website with WordPress

• Library director suggested Barbara talk with Lee

• Leads and manages project

• Lee Richardson (TS) provided input in how to index and organize the blog

• Provides links to more information and indexes content weekly

https://yourhealthradio.org/




Complex Library Guide

• Creating guides (LibGuides) somewhat routine

• Large, complex guide may benefit from additional perspectives



Research Guide

• Barbara Renner (PS) asked to create research guide for librarians (internal use)

• Guide for librarians to learn more about and be more comfortable with:

• Research in general

• Resources and research environment on campus (UNC large research intensive institution)

• Research language and terminology

• Granting agencies in the health sciences

• MASSIVE GUIDE!

• How information is organized, navigation features, tab & box titles all more critical

• Barbara Renner asked for help with this part



Research Guide: Librarian Roles

• Barbara Renner (PS) 

• Identified areas of research particularly complex and confusing

• Identified commonly used language for research in general and on campus

• Investigated research activities, offices and resources on campus

• Identified major granting agencies in the health sciences

• For all resources

• Annotated when needed

• Highlighted important aspects of websites



Research Guide: Librarian Roles

• Lee Richardson (TS)

• Thought about how people will use

• Organization of content

• Titles for boxes and tabs

• Table of contents and index

• Table of contents – YES

• Index – NO Too time consuming to maintain

• Need to search in one LibGuide

• Google custom search









Difficult Search

• Public Services librarians working with team of researchers dispersed around the country 

on scoping review – a type of systematic review

• Researchers described what they wanted but didn’t have example articles

• Topic was very broad and problematic because terms changed over time and not all 

concepts are well indexed

• Librarians hit a wall; only found content that seemed to be somewhat related – nothing on 

target



Teamwork

• Barbara Renner (PS) asked Lee Richardson (TS) for input

• Lee’s Role

• Reviewed Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) for new ideas

• Reviewed Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) for new terms and concepts not included in 
MeSH

• Searched PsychInfo and Google Scholar for new ideas

• Didn’t find anything very helpful

• Confirmed library team using good search strategies

• Ultimately, team is using additional tools and machine learning



Allied Health Sciences (AHS) Student Research 
Posters

• Barbara Renner (PS) approached by AHS faculty to collect and display student research 

posters

• Division of Speech and Hearing Sciences

• Division of Occupational Science and Occupational Therapy

• Displayed posters on WordPress exhibit blogs

• Institutional repository not ready for this content at first



Depositing Student Posters: Librarian Roles

• Barbara Renner (PS) 

• Primary contact with faculty and programs

• Worked with faculty to create workflow for obtaining content and permissions to deposit

• Lee Richardson (TS)

• Primary contact with institutional repository (IR) librarians

• Applied metadata and deposited posters in IR

• Posted content and updated exhibit blogs



More Deposits in Institutional Repository

• Deposit more student research posters

• Neurodiagnostics and Sleep Science Program

• Physician Assistant Studies Program

• Deposited Capstone papers

• May deposit faculty scholarship for Allied Health Sciences 



Conclusion

• Building a relationship over time and projects

• Recognize we each bring difference experiences, perspectives and strengths to work

• Learn more about each others’ areas of expertise and interest.  This increases our comfort in referring 
others to each other.  

• Increases our knowledge of the vast range of projects going on across the library  

• Lack of a strong, consistent history of collaboration between the two departments

• Collaborations initiated by Barbara Renner (PS)

• Not all projects need input from different departments but some can really benefit

• Collaboration, bringing different points of view and strengths, can aid in creative and 
innovative solutions



Finally

• Library leadership should be alert to when to suggest collaborations

• Libraries have changed over time and continue changing

• Easy for library staff to not know the nature of the work in other departments

• Libraries are exploring new services and work is more collaborative



Thank You!
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